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The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers
Zooms/trash #281 – July 2020

Find us on
or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/
Although some pubs are now opening, Zoom has been extended through July as we still don’t have guidance
allowing more than 6 to meet at once for sports or social activity. Please join us after your run!
DATE [Monday]
#NO ON ON
Time HARES/ Quizmasters
6th July 2020
Zoom #14 Your house
20.00 Cliffbanger & Bushsquatter
13th July 2020 Zoom #15 Your house
20.00 Prince Crashpian
20th July 2020 Zoom #16 Your house
20.00 Eager quizmaster required
27th July 2020 Zoom #17 Your house
20.00 Eager quizmaster required
Download Zoom on your PC from https://zoom.us/support/download. See earlier trashes for other devices.
Join Meetings via: 305 390 824/ 254402. URL https://filvc.zoom.us/j/305390824?pwd=UTM5TER1VHlyaW1nYlhMckl4Si9qdz09
ononononononononononononononononon
For something more physical, look out for one of the micro-hashes (more on page 4 inside), or try Dangleberry’s Sash (solo
hash) trails with the Echoes app: See earlier trashes for links or head to https://explore.echoes.xyz/ and type sash in the
search box, then press Enter and select. Drambulie has also set one in Hollingdean – search Hollingdean Hash as above.
ononononononononononononononononon

Thought for the day: Dear July, We don’t need anything from you. Please just sit quietly in the corner and we’ll get through this.

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
16-18/10/2020 Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon – for booking: http://www.barnesh3.com
19-22/08 2021
Eurohash Prague – Waiting list: https://eurohashprague.com/registration
29/4/22-1/5/22 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/ POSTPONED FROM 24-26/4/2020
onononononononononononononononononononon

Boggy talk:

Hash mismanagement – the latest who’s who:

More hash bubbles are being established, up to 5 separate groups Joint GM’s
Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
now, and with certain pubs re-opening
opening from the 4th there is
Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood
cause to be optimistic that a degree of normality is returning. On-Sec
Don ‘On-Don’ Elwick
We’re still awaiting confirmation that larger groups may meet so Webfart
Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
thee Zoom has been renewed for July. Fingers crossed this will Hash Cash
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
happen before the end of the month as we are losing all our Hare Raiser
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
daylight hashing, but better safe than sorry.
Beer Monster Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
On on, Bouncer RA’s
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
HHHi All,
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
Updated run counts have been published on the website up to Haberhash
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
Run #2178 (16-03-20)
20) for anyone who has completed 20 or more Hash Trash
John
ohn ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
runs. You can find the page under Hash Stats in the menu or Hash relay
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wordpress/run
w.brightonhash.co.uk/wordpress/run-stats/
Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride
‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt
Full details available on request (Excel spreadsheet format).
Hash awards
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
Cheers and on on, KIU
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
onononononononononononononononononononon

ANAGRAM ANSWERS (see #280)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

HUSKY MERMAID, PLENTY ILL
NON-ONION DOCK
PARTY SPY MISSING OUT C
OGLING SAILOR NOW AGE GABBLING
WAILERS POT LAW
FLACK RILES BANDY CELLIST
PROBE OF PPE
PUKE UP SCONE TRIBE
MAD RAIN CRANIAL
10) WIKKI DUST JHISM BULK

SUMMER LADY; LILY THE PINK
NICKO; ON ON DON
ROAMING PUSSY; CYST PIT
RAINBOW BALLS; GING GANG GOOLIE
PIRATE; SWALLOW
CINDERFELLA; STICKY BALLS
BO PEEP; PROF
KEEPS IT UP; BOUNCER
AIRMAN; CARDINAL
JUST KIKKIM; WILDBUSH

GROMIT’S QUIZ (see #280) – Answers:
Answers
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE – 1) Fingers and toes;
toes 2) Lion; 3) Rocky
Mountains; 4) Mars; 5) Bounty Hunter;
Hunter 6) S Club 7; 7) Snowball; 8)
Matchmaker; 9) Whispering gallery;; 10) Chocolate
SUSSEX ROUND – 1) George V; 2) Tipsy Badger; 3) Spike Milligan; 4)
The Knepp Estate; 5) 1834; 6) Horsted Keynes; 7) Piltdown; 8) (b) Brass
bedstead; 9) Winnie the Pooh; 10) c) The Devil
BRIGHTON ROUND – 1) 3 - Palace Pier (now known as Brighton Pier),
West Pier, the old Chain Pier (which collapsed in 1896); 2) Youth hostel The mansion house was originally built in 1558 for Sir William West, Lord
de la Warr, and then rebuilt in the 18th century. It is said to be haunted by
one of its owners, Anthony Stapley, who lived in the 17th century. It became
a youth hostel in 1939; 3) Oxfam Trailwalker, 100 km. ½ point
poi for Gurkhas;
4) When the north-south
south link across London was opened up, train services
started which linked Brighton to the south Midlands, notably Bedford and
Luton. However, there is no direct link to Southend; 5) 350,000; 6) Patcham
(£36, £80, £20, £7); 7) 1905; 8) Angel of Peace; 9) Eurovision Song Contest;
10) Peter James; 11) Royal Oak, Poynings. Last run before the lockdown.
TRUMP QUESTIONS – 1) TRUE; 2) TRUE; 3) TRUE; 4) FALSE; 5)
None; 6) Locker room banter, Bill Clinton
linton has said worse;
worse 7) TRUE; 8)
TRUE; 9) 6; 10) More - $13BN

CRAFT H3 DRINKS QUIZ – Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Heineken
Moet & Chandon
Malibu
John Smiths
Babycham
Black Cock Whiskey
Courvoisier
Old Speckled Hen
Remy Martin
Crème de Cassis
Guinness
Cinzano
Johnnie Walker
Disaronno
Spitfire
Baileys
Captain Morgan
Smirnoff
Strongbow
Blue Curacao

BOOBY TRA-P.P.E.

Proof that size DOES matter – the results and responses from a women’s survey on size:
2 inches – I can’t even hold it; 3 inches – Never been so unsatisfied; 4 inches – I’ve had bigger than that; 5 inches – Good
but I still wish it were a bit bigger; 6 inches – Perfect; 7 inches – Bonus! Love it; 8 inches – Wow, but I’ll struggle to have it
all; 9 inches – Painful but manageable; 10 inches – Too much pressure on the stomach.
This was actually a Customer Feedback Survey on different sizes of Subway sandwiches. I love the way you think, but I worry
about you as you have a dirty mind!

MICRO-HASHING

People are clearly getting excited about the latest relaxing of the restrictions, but it’s important to stress that this doesn’t mean
that the threat and danger of Coronavirus has gone away - merely that they now have room for you in A&E! As reported in the
last issue, now that we can meet in groups of up to 6, there have been a few micro hashes occurring and this is an obvious step
towards full resumption, but please keep heeding the scientific guidelines of social distancing and mask wearing. In theory, the
re-opening of the pubs means that meetings can now take place from any that do open, but for the moment, still only in groups
of 6. If you’re keen to get a bit of a r*n in it may be possible to join in one of the
existing groups as follows:
Hove group – starting with a r*n from Fukarwe’s place they have since moved
around to run from Saddlescombe, Haywards Heath and Jack and Jill. The initial 6
have stuck together so you will be lucky to break into this set. Fukarwe; Ride-It, Baby;
Anybody; Psychlepath; Lily the Pink and St.Bernard. (Local Knowledge and Summer
Lady were on a walking trail at the same time).
Saltdean – I believe the core of Mudlark; Hash Gomi; Prof and Knightrider have
also been joined by Rebel and Spreadsheet, but they’re secretive!
Haywards Heath – Core of Keeps It Up; One Erection; Eat My Cucumber; Just
Kikk’im; and Silver Burk have also been joined by Wildbush and Roaming Pussy
on sip stop duties.

Lewes – Peter Pansy set a one-off, joined by Rebel; Penguin Shagger and Rainbow Balls
Shoreham – started with the Shoreham Observational quiz route for the Zoom meeting being run by Bouncer; Angel and
Trouble the first week, Prince Crashpian replacing Trouble a week later. All four of us met in Henfield and were joined by
Wilds Thing and Rebel this week for a proper chalked trail including checks which kept Wilds Thing under control as he
did most of the work. Post run garden beers instead of sip or pub! A few of us will also be heading to Uckfield next week.

So no resumption of regular hashing just yet, but watch this space…
onononononononononononononononononononon

REZOOMING the Hash…

Zoom #11 - Did we feel guilty about lumbering Airman and Pompette with haring
responsibilities after just three outings in the Zoom Arms? Of course we bloody
didn’t - they’d won it fair and square, but they took their sweet revenge with a
fiendish quiz that offered no solace of the multiple choice. You either knew or
didn’t and could suffer badly accordingly! With technical pointers from Wildbush
our hosts gave us 5 rounds of questions to bring our ignorance into sharp relief
covering Lewes (Chris); General Knowledge; Motor Racing (Bob); General
Knowledge; and the South Downs. That didn’t stop us having enormous fun of
course, especially given the scope to go so far wrong that we really wished that
some of the alternative answers had been correct! Winners with 25 points were
Buttersquash and Clangbiffer so they gratefully seized on the opportunity to
divide their score and award 12.5 each to avoid having to hare next week, but fortunately Knightrider already had a cunning
plan. Sadly once again I don’t have the questions here for your enlightenment, but to be honest it would fill half the trash!
By the time we were done, there was no time left for the Anagrams or the Shoreham Observational quiz which will be held
back for another week. Much of the conversation was dominated by Angel whose grey is coming through prompting her to
discuss the matter with anyone who’s already grey or finds themselves in the same boat. Soggy Crack and Pirate were spotted
lurking early on, but didn’t quite manage full connection and soon gave up, much like our own which failed just as the
funnies slides started so we had to call it a night. Another great Zoom hash!

For a bit of fun, take a photo of your moustache after 30 days. Get your husbands to join in too!

This week’s thing is making The Donald look small…

Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases told the US President:
“This morning, 3 Brazilians were killed by Covid-19.” Trump’s face went white with shock as the blood drained and to
everyone’s amazement he collapsed on the floor. Minutes passed and to everyone’s relief President Trump got up
shakily and then sat back on his chair. His staff were nothing less than stunned at this display of emotion from their
President, nervously watching as he sits, head in hands, watching in case he fainted again. Finally, the President looks
up and with a shaky quivering voice asks Dr Fauci, “How many is a brazillion?”

REZOOMING (ctd.) …

Zoom #12 – Spot the pub! It’s become the norm to start the quiz
about 8.15 to allow people to join and get the greetings out of the
way, and My Quiz has been set-up to reflect that. Knightrider was
happy to sit quietly while we all waffled on but, once we got started,
gave us an excellent quiz combining pictures and clues to lead us to
pubs we’ve (mostly) hashed from. But then I would say that having
kept off the threat of Keeps It Up and Wildbush (Angel did the
quiz in the other room and actually managed to get her own hash
pub wrong in spite of the clue!) despite realising as soon as I pressed
the button that I’d gone wrong on a couple. But fastest finger first
as Chris Tarrant would say, and apparently I got more wrong but
won on bonus points! There was much talk about the daft 24 miles
in 24 hours that Trouble, Wilds Thing and Fukarwe all took part
in. For £24.24 to Brighton Phoenix you got to register a one mile
run every hour on the hour from 8am on the 20th through to 7am on the 21st. Trouble regaled us of her adventures
including one stage as a red dress run, and another in pyjamas with different groups.
Wilds Thing mentioned a naked mile, but don’t think that was why he was nearly
arrested at 2am, then said his next challenge is to run every day for seven days. As an
occasional Runuary participant, running every day in January, I was somewhat
underwhelmed pointing out that Ron Hill lays claim to the longest streak of
consecutive days running - every day for 52 years and 39 days from 1964 to 2017, a
streak of 19,400 days give or take. Bushsquatter told the story of the first time
Cliffbanger picked her up from her house and met her brother, who told him to get
out quick before it was too late. Then down downs went to Knightrider for the quiz;
Eat My Cucumber and Just Kikk’im as virgins; and of course, WT & Trouble for the
24in24. Dangleberry gave us another excellent ABC quiz round Steyning, and all I
can say is I shall be paying a lot more attention on where I’m going in future! And
elsewhere there was lots of discussion about Angel’s quiz next week, with Just Jacqui
providing inspiration with her hairy feet backdrop. That got rejected out of hand, but
having been staring at each others noses on Zoom for the last few months, a pic your
nose quiz was tolerated, although Roamings idea of hot dogs or legs sounded like
fun! And of course more funnies to close another great Zoom hash!
onononononononononononononononononononon

M&S has revealed that can’t offer bra-fitting services under current rules, causing a wave of indifference across the UK as
nobody’s worn one for three months.

When Childrens books go bad…

 Someday, once human beings are extinct, from covid-19, I hope that whatever species rules the Earth makes chicken

nuggets in the shape of us, just like we did for the dinosaurs.
 To all those Grandparents who are missing their grand kids right now. Once this is over you can have them for a month.

Sincerely, an exhausted Mum.
 If you want to save some money this Christmas, now is the perfect time to tell the kids that Santa didn’t make it through
the pandemic.

REZOOMING (ctd.) …
Zoom #13 – Spot the nose! A perfectly timed micro hash should’ve meant everything was
set up and working, but we made the mistake of enjoying the après too much leaving us a
bit short to get organised for Angel’s quiz, and there’s a suspicion that the small turnout
was for the same reason with the other groups. Or was it a combination of discontent with
Zoom or the pic your nose theme? Well you don’t get out of it that easily as the quiz
questions appear below! As well as that quiz (won by KIU after a ding-dong battle with
Roaming), the Shoreham observational quiz also, to Prince Crashpians great relief as his
brain has been full since running the route last week, finally made its appearance. Not
without a number of technical difficulties on the way, as everyone had to endure Bouncers
ugly mug screwed up in concentration, although Roamings Ukulele provided some relief.
Jacqui took the gold medal by half a point from Trouble, who probably gained no
advantage from having also been round the route. There was much discussion on internet
speeds and we were introduced to the speed test as well as comment on various providers
prompting Crash to comment, “That’s not the same fibre as you get in your breakfast
then?” Finding herself highlighted, Trouble then described life under lockdown, South Africa style, where they seem to have taken
it somewhat more seriously than our own authorities. Lighter relief was provided by Cheryl virtually falling over, which she does on
most hashes anyway, so it must’ve been a shock to get that on Zoom as we discussed her past glories! Naturally there was also talk of
the pubs reopening, more on that elsewhere, and of course, the funnies. Another great Zoom hash!
Can you sniff out whose nose is who’s, with a little help from the clues:

1. A nice easy start with an accident prone old fart: a) Bushsquatter b) Prince Crashpian c) Keeps It Up d) Gromit
2. From their first ever hash to the end of their run, this hasher kept going more than anyone a) Airman b) Ride-It Baby c) Wilds Thing d)
Pompette
3. When not out on hash courses, this one should be on Fools and Horses! a) Hash Gomi b) OnOnDon c) Bushsquatter d) Bouncer
4. There's no mistaking this one with his beard, quite outstanding in his field! a) St. Bernard b) Pete Beard c) Local Knowledge d) Lily the Pink
5. An honoured guest for many a run, now she counts us number one! a) Just Kikk’im b) Wildbush c) Trouble d) Roaming Pussy
6. Quite often seen hairy but not in this pic, just to confuse is our cunning trick! a) Peter Pansy b) Eat My Cucumber c) Angel d) Wildbush
7. This hasher won't settle for anything less, than coming tops at fancy dress! a) Lily the Pink b) Dangleberry c) Bouncer d) Bogeyman
8. Has hashed all weathers come rain or shine, but if the trails no good they won't half whine! a) Angel b) Wiggy c) Fukarwe d) Hash Cash JJ
9. Likes a long run just a bit, a hasher who is super fit. a) Fukarwe b) Keeps It Up c) Wilds Thing d) Ride-It, Baby

10. Not as fit as times before, which explains why our hasher's always on the floor! a) Airman b) Whose Shout c) Cooperman d) Bushsquatter
11. A taller hasher if you please, a big clue's the catchphrase, "Would you like more cheese?" a) Cliffbanger b) Hash Gomi c) Chopper d) Gromit
12. This hasher is one who thinks four legs more fun a) Nobbychick b) Just Kikk’im c) Titty Fish Bang d) Just Jacqui
13. Mr Nice will save the day, not for free, he'll make you pay! a) Knightrider b) St. Bernard c) Prince Crashpian d) Rebel Without His Keys
14. Kubrick or Kirk should make this one less work a) Bollocks b) Swallow c) Spurtacus d) Peter Pansy
15. Another one that should be easy, when it comes to feet we like them cheesy. a) Pirate b) Roaming Pussy c) Ride-It, Baby d) Chaos
16. Waffles for hours about any old crap but a beer will always shut that trap a) Fukarwe b) Come Again c) Whose Shout d) Bouncer
17. When this hasher sets we always get the wets. a) Eat My Cucumber b) Keeps It Up c) St. Bernard d) Prof

18. Not hashing now due to pain, but we might get them back if they should 'train'. a) Just Jacqui b) Swallow c) Airman d) On On Don
19. You can grumble if you like but all you'll get is "On your bike". a) Mudlark b) Ride-It, Baby c) Victoria d) Chopper
20. You might think they're a quiet one, but they organise a lot of fun a) Spreadsheet b) NickO c) Swallow d) Cliffbanger
21. Too much of a clue could give it away, but he's always there to save the day a) St. Bernard b) Keeps It Up c) Prince Crashpian d) Bouncer
22. Something borrowed, something blue - they're new but old if that's a clue a) Drambulie b) Swallow c) Radio Soap d) Come Again
23. This one should be the GM's pet, for ensuring we don't get caught in the 'net a) Santa b) Lily the Pink c) Keeps It Up d) Dangleberry
24. The voice of reason when there's talk of treason a) Chopper b) On On Don c) Whose Shout d) One Erection
25. So the dog could have a pee, he dressed himself as a tree a) Asbestosser b) Cardinal Sinner c) Cinderfella d) Lily the Pink

STATUES

When the statues fight back…

Tales from the rank: The Government in Egypt has asked the city’s taxi drivers to drive around Cairo sounding their car horns.
It is hoped that the familiar sounds of the city will induce a return to tranquillity and normality following the recent pandemic.
Operation Toot’n’Calm’Em will last for the rest of the week.

A LITTLE REMINDER ABOUT PPE…

Masks are the new bra… they aren’t comfortable, you only wear them in public, people will notice when you don’t
wear one, you can now get them in every colour, pattern or style, and taking them off is the best part of the day!

Has Covid-19 affected you? Do you need to wear a mask and glasses? You could be entitled to condensation.

I just dumped a pack of M&M’s into my mask at work and am slowly eating them like a horse. I love the pandemic.

A LITTLE REMINDER ABOUT DISTANCING…

Coronavirus chat-up lines:
1. If COVID-19 doesn’t take you out, can I?
2. That mask brings out the beauty in your eyes.
3. Since all the public libraries are closed, I’m checking you out instead.
4. You can’t spell virus without U and I
5. I saw you from across the bar. Stay there.
6. Without you my life is as empty as a supermarket shelf.
7. Hey Babe! Can I ship you a drink?
8. You can’t spell quarantine without U R A Q T.
9. “I really can’t stay” / “Baby its COVID-19 outside”
10. Cough here often?
11. I’m just a boy, standing 6 feet away
from a girl. Asking you to maybe move back another foot. Thanks.
12. You smell so good, is that Purell you’re wearing?
13. Are you a surgical mask? Cause I want you on my face.
14. Is that sanitizer in your pocket, or are you just happy to be within 6 feet of me?
15. Hey, I wash my hands when there’s no pandemic too ;).
16. Even during the corona pandemic, the most contagious thing is still your smile.
17. Is it hot in here or is it just our fevers and shortness of breath?
18. Is that pneumonia in my lungs or has your smile just left me breathless?
19. One-ply? Two-ply? Neither. The only thing I’m looking for is your re-ply
20. What if I told you I have **whispers** “60 rolls of ultra-soft toilet paper”
21. Come with me and I’ll work you from home.
22. Are you COVID-19 because if I had you near
me I wouldn’t leave the house for 2 weeks!
23.Wanna get closer than 6 feet? “Come on over,
I’ll pay your fine if you get stopped”
24. I got a stimulus package that’s guaranteed to improve your economy.
25. Our love is like COVID-19. No one saw it coming and we move fast.
26. Are you looking for a naughty boy? Because I only wash my hands for 19
seconds, and stand 1.95 metres away.
27. Are you coming down with COVID-19? Because I want to flatten your curves.

IN THE NEWS

The reason our country is having so many heat waves is because we have so many more thermometers! More than any other
country. If we stopped looking at thermometers, we’d have very few days over 80 degrees, if any.

It is a little known fact that King and I actor Yul Brynner was a lifelong Liverpool fan and he was unable to wear after shave…
That’s right, Yul never wore cologne.

Liverpool winning this years premier league is like losing your virginity to a blow up doll, it doesn’t really count.
Liverpool fans kicking off outside Anfield, arrests made. Police chief says “It’s disgraceful, I’m not having this every 30 years!”

An elderly French man was taking his daily exercise, slowly walking down a
country lane enjoying the beautiful spring day, when over a hedge he spotted a
young couple, naked, making love in the field. Getting over his initial shock, he
said to himself, "Ah young love... ze spring time, ze air, ze flowers. C'est
magnifique!", and he continued to watch, remembering good times. Suddenly he
gasped and said, "Mais... sacre bleu! Ze woman - she is dead!", and he hurried to
the town as fast as he could to tell Albert, the police chief. He came, out of
breath, to the police station and shouted, "Albert! Albert! Zere is a man and a
woman, naked, in farmer Gaston's field, making love". The police chief smiled
and said; "Come, come, Henri. You are not so old. Lockdown or non, remember
ze young love. Ze spring time, ze air, ze flowers. Ah, l'amour!"
"Mais non! You do not understand! Ze woman she is dead!", exclaimed Henri.
Hearing this, Albert leapt from his seat, rushed out of the station and ran down
to the field, confirmed Henri's story, and ran all the way back non-stop to call the
doctor. "Pierre! Pierre! In Gaston's field zere is a young couple, naked, 'aving sex."
To which Pierre replied, "Albert, I am a man of science. You must remember, it is
spring! Ze air, ze flowers! Ah, l'amour! Zis is very natural, even in quarantine."
Albert, still out of breath, gasped in reply, "Non, you do not understand. Ze
woman, she is dead!" Hearing this, Pierre shouted, "Mon dieu!", grabbed his black
medicine bag, stuffed in his thermometer, stethoscope and other tools, jumped in
the car and drove like a madman down to Gaston's field. Once there, he gave the
couple a full medical examination. Then he drove back to Henri and Albert, who
were waiting at the police station. He smiled patiently at the two men and said,
"Ah, mes amis, do not worry. Ze woman, she is not dead - she is English".

There I am, sitting at the bar staring at my drink, when a large, trouble-making biker
steps up next to me, grabs my drink and gulps it down in one swig.
"Well, whatcha' gonna do about it?" he says, menacingly, as I burst into tears.
"Come on, man," the biker says, "I didn't think you'd CRY. I can't stand to see a man
crying."
"This is the worst day of my life," I say. "I'm a complete failure. I was late to a meeting
and my boss fired me.
“When I went to the parking lot, I found my car had been stolen and I don't have any
insurance.” I left my wallet in the cab I took home.
“When I got there I found my wife with another man. The dog went to HIS defence
and bit me!
“So I went to A&E where they tested me for Covid 19 and it came out positive."
"So, I come to this bar for one last pint to work up the courage to put an end to it all
early without all that suffering, buy a drink, drop a capsule in it and I’m just sat here
watching the poison dissolve when you show up and drink the whole damn thing!
But, hell, enough about me, how’s your day going?"

